**Dobbs Demands Hands Off Egypt!**

**World Labor Must Support Egypt**

An Editorial

All the recent official pronouncements about Western imperialism and colonialism being the basis of a new American war against Egypt are simply a fig leaf for the genuine purpose of this war—a war against Egypt itself.

The fact that both Britain and France, both colonial and imperialist powers, are now openly and overtly mobilizing against Egypt is just one more example of the West’s willingness to use its military might to achieve its political objectives.

Britain and France, the two traditional colonial powers in the region, have formally declared war on Egypt. Both countries have accused Egypt of supporting terrorism and instability in the region.

Britain has sent troops to the Gulf, and France has deployed warships in the Mediterranean. Both countries have also imposed economic sanctions on Egypt.

**Workers Lead Uprising in Hungary; Set Up Local Revolutionary Councils**

By Act For}

OCT. 22 — In the past week, workers, soldiers and students in Hungary, along with the Hungarian Labor Party, have established revolutionary councils throughout the country. The government has declared martial law and the army has been deployed to suppress the uprising.

**Workers Demand Free Socialist Poland**

calls for withdrawal of U.S. troops, fleet from the middle East

New York, Nov. 1 — At tonight’s wind-up meeting of the American Labor Party, presidential candidate Dobbs denounced the U.S. war against Egypt, comparing it to the U.S. occupation of the Middle East.

Dobbs said that the U.S. military presence in the region was a threat to world peace, and called for an end to U.S. involvement in the region.

**Soviet Union and the National Question**

**Trotsky Analyzed Burning Question Now Posed in Eastern Europe**

Leon Trotsky's work on the national question in Eastern Europe is still relevant today. His analysis of the national question in the context of the Russian Revolution and the development of socialism is crucial for understanding the current situation in the region.

**FBI Has Refused To Act on Florida Kidnap-Lynching**

The FBI has refused to act on the case of a Florida lynching, despite evidence of police corruption. The FBI has a long history of covering up police brutality and corruption.

The FBI’s inaction in this case is a clear example of its failure to hold police accountable for their actions.
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Dobbs States SWP Foreign Policy

Chiang Kaishek and Stevenson

The Issue of Banning H-Bomb Tests

Both the Republicans and the Democrats support the bombing of North Korea but differ sharply on whether China and the Soviets have been producing the bomb. The Republicans believe that China and the Soviets have been producing the bomb and that the United States should negotiate with them to prevent further production. The Democrats believe that China and the Soviets have not been producing the bomb and that the United States should not negotiate with them.

The Causer of War

The means of communication are powerfully linked with the means of production. The people who work in the factories are the same people who work in the offices. The communication of the factory is linked with the communication of the office. The two are two sides of the same coin.
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HUNGARIAN WORKERS IN REVOLT

The uprising is a spontaneous outburst of workers and peasants. The workers have been preparing for a long time. They have been organizing and training. They have been preparing for a long time. They have been organizing and training.

NEW YORK MILITANT FORUM

The struggle is not confined to Hungary. It is part of a world-wide struggle for freedom and democracy. The workers and peasants of all countries are fighting for their rights.
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CP and SWP Debate Election Issues at New York Forum

The Acting National Secretary of the Socialist Workers Party, Tom Kerr, defeated the Communist Party candidate, Representative, Mrs. Barbara Gage, in the new York, Oct. 5, 1956, election. The SWP candidate, Mrs. Barbara Gage, was defeated by the CP candidate, Tom Kerr, in the new York, Oct. 5, 1956, election.
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1. Russian Revolution Anniversary

That famous date, Nov. 7, the Russian Revolution, under the leadership of V. I. Lenin, is one of the main events that changed the course of history. It was a turning point in human history, marking the end of the tsarist period in Russia and the beginning of a new era. The revolution set in motion a series of events that led to the establishment of the Soviet Union.

The events of 1917, marked by the February and October Revolution, were a reflection of the deep-seated social and economic problems of the time. The Russian economy was in shambles, with widespread poverty and hunger. The czarist government was corrupt and inefficient, and the people were hungry for change.

The revolution was a result of the growing dissatisfaction among the working class, peasants, and intellectuals. The Bolsheviks, led by Lenin, were able to seize power because they had a clear programme of action and a well-organized party structure.

The revolution had a profound impact on the world. It inspired revolutions in other countries and it changed the course of world history. It challenged the power of the capitalist system and inspired the struggle of the working class and the oppressed.

2. Resurgence in Poland, Hungary

In the countries of Eastern Europe, the communist tyranny is talked about for what it is. In the foreign occupation zones, the struggle for freedom and independence of the peoples in these countries for national independence was raised as the basic task of the revolution in Poland and Hungary.

But which way shall the nation go after the defeat of the Soviet Union? A question that has been in the minds of the Polish and Hungarian people. The...
The Captain Mulzac Story -- A 45-Year Battle for Rights

By Fred Holmes

A small item appeared in a national magazine this month taking note of the 1985 re-election of Michigan's State Senator C. Gary Hardwick. The election was the first of Hardwick's career, and it was the first time Hardwick had been elected to a state-wide office in Michigan.

The election was a defeat for Hardwick, but it was a victory for those who believe in the importance of free speech and the right to express one's own views.

Hardwick had been a member of the Michigan House of Representatives since 1970, and he had served as a county commissioner from 1966 to 1970. He was also a member of the Michigan State Bar Association and a member of the Michigan State Bar Foundation.

Hardwick served in the U.S. Army from 1968 to 1971, and he was a member of the Michigan State National Guard from 1970 to 1976. He was also a member of the Michigan State Bar Foundation and a member of the Michigan State Bar Association.
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